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Executive Viewpoint
One of my earliest jobs was cleaning windows as a teenager. My 
family owned an industrial cleaning business in the UK, 
something I imagined was a solitary endeavor. But as I learned 
more about the business, I was surprised to see just how much 
time is spent building relationships with people. It taught me a 
valuable lesson that I carry with me to this day: People should 
always be at the center of our work.

For years, the focus of IT organizations was limited to the back-
office systems and tools that make the workforce successful. But 
today, CIOs are not just technology leaders—they must be 
business leaders. CIOs are tasked with building the digital 
foundation that accelerates business and supports multiple 
stakeholders—workforce, business, customers and community. 
Innovation at this scale demands a deep level of understanding 
of people, the business and the potential of technology.

Fortunately, IT is uniquely positioned to solve needs that go 
beyond employee workstations. Technology organizations often 
know the business better than anyone. Due to this, we’re seeing 
our scope and influence grow every year. We are playing an 
increasingly strategic role, from product development and 
acquisitions to security and driving net-zero carbon emissions. 

But our success will ultimately be determined by how well we 
place people at the center of our work and our willingness to 
prioritize curiosity, experience and empathy. We can’t drive 
innovation without it.

Looking into the future, I’m encouraged to see expectations 
around what IT can and should do have changed, which means 
the way we think about ourselves and the way we work must 
change, too.

Read on to learn more about how we’re innovating the solutions 
that support our colleagues, customers and communities. I hope 
you’re as energized as I am about the many opportunities to lead 
our businesses into the future.

Jason Conyard 
CIO, VMware

“We know agility when we see it: the 
organization that abandons legacy 
business models, the team that 
diagnoses failures and immediately 
incorporates the learnings, or the 
individual who can set aside ego and 
say they were wrong, and then try 
something completely new. But the 
conversation so many of us need to 
have is about how you make those 
kinds of moves not just possible but 
expected, automatic and intrinsic to a 
company’s culture and behavior. That’s 
how innovation continues to evolve.”

Mike Hayes 
Chief Operating Officer, Business Operations 
VMware
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The evolution of innovation

Historically, information technology ensures that operational 
effectiveness continues during disruptive events, such as power 
outages, natural disasters and cybersecurity incidents However, 
in the past two years, the unanticipated global health emergency 
caused the necessity of a distributed remote workforce, 
enhanced security measures, and a reinvention of how we work. 
During the chaos and confusion, VMware IT adapted to the fast-
moving and unknown variables via comprehensive solutions and 
support based on our customer-first philosophy. 

Our teams had to be innovative. This accelerated digital 
transformation journey required an urgent rethink as to how 
colleagues work and collaborate, how to best protect our data, 
and how to deliver superior value to our customers. Every team 
member was up for the challenge, and as a result, new ways to 
connect people, processes, data, policies and systems were 
created. This included deploying a world-class platform that 
empowers customers and colleagues alike to build, run and 
manage the self-service, mission-critical applications that drive 
business success. Behind the scenes, security teams deployed 
advanced solutions that ensure superior enterprise ecosystem 
security—both virtual and physical—and also allow for delightful 
user experiences.

As we celebrate our accomplishments and successes stemming 
from our digital innovation, we move forward together to the 
next chapter of our evolution—one that will be even more 
rewarding than the last.
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Modern Apps Innovation

The modernization dilemma: Disrupting ourselves 

Oftentimes, successful innovations are created when traditional 
ways of doing things are disrupted. Disruptive thinking improves 
the odds of discovering new ways of solving problems, simplifying 
how we work, and producing new products.

Like many organizations, VMware IT disrupts by reinventing how 
we provide services to our customers and colleagues. This 
involves reducing the technical debt inherent in our legacy 
applications, such as:

Complex code 
bases

Slower 
deployments

Less 
scalability

Decreased 
availability

In our ongoing effort to modernize our applications, we are 
decomposing monolithic applications that run our business into 
smaller, more modular components while standardizing on 

modern-day DevOps practices. This progression into agile 
design principles has shown significant results. For instance, it 
allowed us to increase our application-release cadence, boost 
the number of changes we commit, and lower our change-failure 
rate. In short, it helped us increase our velocity and availability, 
enabling us to better serve our customers and compete more 
effectively. Business-critical apps—such as the VMware IT problem 
management system, the human resources (HR) well-being 
system, the licensing and entitlement platform, and the corporate 
documentation repository—were modernized into microservices.

While there are many benefits of disruptive digital 
transformation, challenges need to be considered, including lack 
of internal skills, the complexity of open source solutions, 
security, organizational structure, accessibility, sustainability, 
legacy change control processes, and cost overruns. But when 
businesses overcome these barriers and accelerate their 
disruptive digital transformation efforts, the benefits 
are evolutionary, if not revolutionary.
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Driving better results 

Disrupting ourselves starts by looking at our application supply 
chains. Application supply chains are like those found in the 
manufacturing sector, such as the automotive industry. 
According to a CNN report, due to the global semiconductor 
shortage and lack of new vehicles available at dealerships, used 
car prices rose more than 40 percent over the past year.1

Agile methodologies facilitate the delivery of operational 
requirements, allowing businesses to capitalize on market 
opportunities and improve customer satisfaction. The goal for 
modernizing our development process is to improve our time to 
production with higher code quality.

VMware IT used a domain-driven design approach to create 
applications from loosely coupled services. The legacy 
applications were broken down into several small services, each 
representing a particular business goal. This made it possible to 
develop and maintain the application’s components individually 
so it could work transparently as a complex solution.

 

One application using these design principles is VMware 
Customer Connect™, our reimagined customer portal for 
VMware products, including a knowledge base, documentation, 
communities, support and education. It averages more than 3 
million active users, 35,000 daily visits yearly, and 10 million 
monthly page views.

Feedback from a VMware technical account manager (TAM) 
underscores these enhancements: “There has been increased 
value innovation on the portal refresh project, increased 
responsiveness and sensitivity to customer issues, and a 
comprehensive approach to rectifying issues and driving long-
term value back to the customer.”

By reengineering our application supply chain and rearchitecting 
our monolithic applications, VMware accelerated our digital 
transformation. This was built on top of the VMware IT modern 
application platform powered by VMware Tanzu®.

1. CNN. “Used car prices are up by over 40% from last year.” February 21, 2022. 

By rearchitecting the VMware 
Customer Connect application in 
2021, VMware IT has achieved 
good results to date.

Increased 
performance by 

40%

Improved developer 
productivity by

25%
 

Increased availability to 

99.95%

https://www.fox19.com/2022/02/14/used-car-prices-are-up-by-over-40-last-year/
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The next horizon: Reaching for the clouds 

Within the VMware ecosystem, many of the applications are 
hosted in on-premises data centers. This deployment approach 
was not always able to meet the agility, resiliency and scalability 
the organization needed to support its digital transformation. 
Without a multi-cloud strategy, adapting our existing 
infrastructure to meet future digital needs would require massive 
investments in noncore assets, such as data centers.

To solve this problem, VMware IT built a cloud-agnostic modern 
applications platform that allows us to extend our mission-critical 
application workloads to a multi-cloud environment. By adopting 
cloud computing services, we enhanced our ability to react to 
scalability requirements, provide increased responsiveness to 
business demands, and establish a global technology footprint 
with no need for capital investments.

The platform was built with modern VMware application 
products natively on the major cloud providers, providing self-
service functionality to scale and contract workloads on demand. 
As a result, VMware developers can focus on coding without the 
distraction of infrastructure details, in line with current industry 
DevOps trends.

According to the Voice of the Enterprise: DevOps report 
conducted by 451 Research2, DevOps continues to evolve, 
with user experience the top priority. Additional highlights 
from the report show that respondents also want a DevOps 
strategy that includes:

53% 
Improving the quality of user experience 
for applications and services

 

46% 
Improving organizational agility/flexibility

44% 
Speeding time to market

40% 
Increasing revenue through new/
enhanced products and services

40% 
Lowering overall costs

2. 451 Research. “DevOps continues to evolve, with user experience among top priorities – 
Highlights from VotE: DevOps.” Jay Lyman. October 26, 2021.

 

 

 
$

$  

https://tanzu.vmware.com/content/analyst-reports/devops-continues-to-evolve-with-user-experience-among-top-priorities-highlights-from-vote-devops
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SaaS Innovation

The path toward a digital-centric enterprise

VMware is undergoing a vast business model transition from 
perpetual-license software to a subscription and software-as-a-
service (SaaS) model, requiring a complete rewrite of our 
back-end systems and that business units’ approaches to issues 
have more commonalities. In addition, a proliferation of new 
technologies, high user expectations, globalization, and the need 
for business continuity are key factors driving digital innovation 
across our major functions.

To effect this transformation, VMware IT strategically steered our 
digital initiatives to drive growth and operational scale while 
delivering delightful experiences to customers, partners and 
colleagues. In fact, in the 2021 VMware market research report, 
Driving Digital Business with App and Cloud Transformation, 71 
percent of customers said they prioritize investment in digital-first 
models of engagement for customers and colleagues.3 But 
organizations often struggle with the question of how to get there.

Preparation is key

VMware is committed to providing a positive experience at every 
touchpoint, and the successful navigation toward a SaaS model 
requires that six key areas be aligned: systems, people, process, 
data, policy and sustainability. When these areas function 
seamlessly together, it enables us to drive business innovation.

3.  VMware. “Driving Digital Business with App and Cloud Transformation.” 2021.

https://www.vmware.com/content/dam/digitalmarketing/vmware/en/pdf/cloud-solutions/vmw-driving-digital-business-with-app-cloud-transformation-vmware-market-insights-report.pdf
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Systems innovation

VMware IT delivered new capabilities in an accelerated time 
frame while improving performance and user experience. For 
example, VMware Customer Connect is used by millions of our 
customers to download software binaries, manage licenses, and 
request support. The modernization of this portal delivered a 40 
percent improvement in service response time, saved 1,000 
person-hours in maintenance, and provided more than 25 percent 
in annual license savings since it was rearchitected in 2021.

People innovation

Technology, processes, data and policies thrive when people are 
committed to their success. A top-down cultural change at 
VMware to promote a customer-first mindset put our dedication 
to customers and colleagues front and center. For example, the 
voice of the customer is constantly monitored via in-product 
customer feedback surveys, our Customer Advisory Board, and 
VMware Skyline™, our proactive support initiative.

Additionally, our VMware on VMware program mandates that 
IT empower customers by becoming the first adopters of 
VMware products and solutions.  

The program has two main goals:

• Help our business units build better products via trusted 
partnerships with the internal teams that use our technology 
to run the VMware business.

• Help build better relationships with customers by providing 
field teams with access to our own practitioners who can 
share our knowledge and experiences of running a 
progressive, modern IT function.

By acting as both customer zero and customer one, the 
VMware on VMware program is:

• Recognized by research and development (R&D) and field 
teams as a core enabler in VMware success by deploying and 
testing new VMware solutions and providing feedback prior 
to general release

• Respected by R&D as VMware’s first and best customer, as well 
as a key contributor to VMware product roadmaps

• Seen as a strategic tool from the field perspective to help to 
drive sales, as well as enrich the VMware-customer relationship 
by sharing operational experiences

Benefit of working with 
VMware on VMware

 

 “We partnered with VMware IT to build 
our distributed firewall and distributed 
security capability, which allows us to 
do not only segmentation but entirely 
replace security firewalls. That journey 
is going incredibly well, and we are 
winning big deals with VMware NSX® 
Advanced Threat Prevention™. So much 
of the shaping of that product comes 
from direct collaboration with VMware 
IT. Our collaboration is not just limited 
to the data center. It also involves 
cloud connectivity and managing and 
protecting the endpoint. In each of 
these instances, we have an amazing 
collaboration with VMware IT that goes 
beyond defining features and providing 
direct feedback about a product. It’s 
about thinking broadly about what 
problems VMware can solve and how 
we can solve them uniquely. VMware 
IT has been essential in identifying 
and articulating those problems, 
and helping us drive and shape our 
product strategies. It’s been the best 
partnership I’ve experienced in my 
career, and I look forward to more.”

Tom Gillis
Senior Vice President and General Manager, 
Network and Advanced Security Business 
Group, VMware
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For our colleagues, we embrace lean development 
methodologies, a fail-fast philosophy where innovative thinking is 
encouraged even if it leads to a dead end, and an agile approach 
to delivering quality products—regardless of ever-changing 
business environments.

As noted in a VMware Careers blog post, we aim to hire 50 
percent women and gender nonbinary people and 50 percent 
men. We are also moving toward 50 percent of our managers 
being women or coming from an underrepresented group.4

To have rich and diverse ideas and for disruptive innovation, the 
mindsets of employees must be diverse. Within VMware IT, we 
are laser focused on encouraging hiring, development and 
retention of diverse community representations. We have 
support groups that conduct regular listening sessions to 
connect with the voice of employees and their suggestions to 
make VMware more inclusive. We act on the feedback by 
launching initiatives aimed at improving workplace diversity. We 
developed nontraditional ways of hiring underrepresented 
minorities, including hackathons, training portals, developing 

 

university talent relationships, and building collaboration with 
peer companies to design college curriculum that will make 
students with disabilities ready for the workplace. These 
efforts are targeted toward making VMware a more 
inclusive and equitable workplace.

4. VMware. “Passion, Purpose, and Progress.” Louise Bunyan. March 25, 2022.

https://blogs.vmware.com/careers/2022/03/passion-purpose-progress-women-transforming-technology.html
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Process innovation

Process transformation requires a significant shift in our cultural 
approach to breaking down work silos. An example of this is how 
the development and operations teams transformed into a single 
team called DevOps. The outdated structure of segregating the 
development and operations teams often produced deployments 
that could take up to six months. Leadership recognized this 
wasn’t sustainable or competitive in today’s fast-paced market. 
Thus, the emergence of DevOps. Similarly, to remediate a gap in 
the security process, the DevOps team incorporated continuous 
security, rebranding itself to DevSecOps. Our shift to the secure-
by-design approach started with a self-assessment and training 
to provide our engineers with the knowledge and awareness 
of application security (AppSec) principles and responsibilities. 

Data innovation

Data transformation empowers our colleagues to operate with a 
data-driven mindset to produce actionable insights that can 
inform decision-making. With this data, we can create a baseline 
of where we stand today and drive progress toward specific 
business outcomes. One example is customer data that we can 
quickly and confidently access with our customer discovery/
purchase history tools. These tools let us access customer data in 

a simple, intuitive portal that automatically provides a 
consolidated view of the customer, along with their purchase 
history. Since the tools went live in July 2021, 98 percent of the 
transactions through the tools are self-serve, and they have 
greatly reduced the time and manual steps for enterprise license 
agreement (ELA) installed-base lookups.

Policy innovation

VMware IT strives to reshape outdated policies that obstruct 
speed and growth. We created the Build and Operate 
Software and Services (BOSS) guide to serve as a blueprint 
for product teams creating and operating SaaS products. 
Through this effort, IT teams collected and populated all their 
service-readiness knowledge into standardized templates 
organized by SaaS lifecycle phases and corresponding 
definitions and requirements, such as beta, initial availability, 
and general availability. This gave us a standardized taxonomy 
to describe a particular SaaS product’s relative maturity, and 
enabled clearer communications with our customers, partners 
and sales teams. BOSS enables the company to remain agile 
while driving consistency in the application of standards and 
fulfilling legal, security and regulatory requirements.
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 Sustainability innovation

VMware provides solutions that can help reduce the 
environmental impact of our customers’ digital operations. 
Our tools and solutions significantly reduce energy costs and 
the carbon emissions associated with operating a robust 
digital infrastructure compared with nonvirtualized 
environments. As a certified CarbonNeutral® company since 
2018, VMware operations have been powered 100 percent 
by renewable energy since 2019. VMware is committed to 
achieving net-zero carbon emissions for our operations and 
supply chain by 2030 as part of our ESG strategy.
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Security Innovation

Safe, sustainable and seamless

Deciding what the post-pandemic normal looks like, the threat of 
Log4j-type breaches, the reimagining of the hybrid workspace, 
and a host of other mission-critical issues placed significant 
challenges on enterprise security in the past year. The world is 
getting more complicated and unpredictable, and this creates a 
tempting risk for security teams to go overboard, implementing 
onerous safeguards that ultimately have a negative impact on 
users. Picture the difference as going to an airport in comparison 
to going to your favorite store—they are opposites when it comes 
to security experiences.

Tackling these issues head on while delivering an unobtrusive 
experience on every level is a core driver of our IT security teams. 
As a result, initiatives such as Beyond Zero Trust, real-world 
sustainability, Physical Security (PhysSec) 2.0, and a variety of 
others continue to place VMware at the forefront of the seemingly 
impossible—offering superior virtual and physical enterprise 
ecosystem security without anyone knowing it’s there.

Beyond what’s expected

Beyond Zero Trust is an internal program designed to fulfill the 
VMware security mission in every aspect of the enterprise. Its 
roots are based on the success of teamwork, not siloed 
individuals. This people-centric approach translates to security 
deployments, upgrades and fixes with a long-term goal of 
minimizing colleague work disruption. It is part of delivering the 
overall VMware security culture change, and it integrates with our 
wider security efforts around colleague training and awareness.

The comprehensive initiative encompasses everything from how 
to spot a fraudulent email request to educating colleagues as to 
why tailgating (unknowingly allowing a bad actor through a 
secure building entrance) is unacceptable, and other factors that 
pose a danger to the enterprise. After all, the reality of humans 
being human is still the top security risk in any organization.

None of this is accomplished in a vacuum, and the program 
contains numerous feedback loops to ensure colleagues 
are always realizing the best (non-intrusive) 
experience possible.
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Our Beyond Zero Trust program of nearly 40 projects enables:

Solutions that better serve our customers in terms of reliability, 
integrity and usability

Continual security improvements for the VMware environment and 
platforms, as well as the ongoing replacement of legacy ecosystems 
as we accelerate our SaaS transformation

The expansion of our security services to better detect and defend 
against malicious activity, regardless of source

Learning from a log jam

Log4j open source Java logging software is an integral part of 
virtually every enterprise infrastructure globally. In fact, more 
than 3 million devices run on Java, and a majority of those 
incorporate Log4j. In December 2021, the worst-case scenario 
happened—an extremely critical breach (10/10 on the Common 
Vulnerability Scoring System) occurred. Knowing this was a threat 
actor’s dream come true, and that VMware and our customers 
could be impacted, our security teams engaged plans specifically 
designed for this sort of scenario, organized crisis management 
teams, and went to work.

VMware security was able to employ a variety of technologies, 
including AI, machine learning (ML) and automation, to respond 

faster than was humanly possible. In addition to implementing 
required fixes, personnel and machines rapidly notified VMware 
customers of both the breach itself and what was being done 
about it. Most notably, and in a marked shift in the InfoSec world, 
we moved to mitigation and compensating security controls as 
our first line of response, rather than just waiting on patches to 
arrive.

VMware, like many other companies, also used our web 
application firewall (WAF) technologies to block incoming 
malicious attempts. We disabled the vulnerable functions of 
Log4j on our systems and employed our security monitoring and 
vulnerability management tools to continuously scan the 
environment for signs of intrusion. This included new services 
coming online with potentially vulnerable versions as VMware is 
a high rate-of-change environment in which more than 2 million 
virtual machines and containers are created and destroyed each 
week. In fact, our Vulnerability Management and Offensive 
Security team used the exploit to deploy mitigation controls, 
and was able to automate basic mitigation in near real time.

Despite having to work many hours over the year-end holiday 
season, a significant disaster was averted. In the end, our teams 
gained more invaluable insight into how modern security 
methods can thwart even the most determined hacker.

!

A new era in security
 “At VMware, security means more 
than just offering superior virtual and 
physical protections for the entire 
enterprise ecosystem—that are also 
environmentally sustainable. Ensuring 
every deployment is non-intrusive to 
the user is equally mission critical. Put 
another way, the best compliments 
our teams receive are no compliments 
at all—everything is seamlessly 
accomplished behind the scenes.”

Alex Tosheff 
Senior Vice President and Chief Security 
Officer, VMware
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Building a new paradigm

In an age where software seems to rule, it’s easy to forget alarms and other non-issues. AI and ML allow cameras and 
physically securing campus properties is equally vital. The harsh associated equipment to automate a lot of common (and 
reality is that if a bad actor can gain access to a secure building, resource-draining) manual labor.
more sinister things than stealing equipment can take place. For 

Additional AI use cases include health and safety, where the AI can example, they might install a network device to allow network 
identify a person falling or brandishing a weapon. In one instance, access from their remote location. Quickly plugging in a Raspberry 
we quickly identified a person falling and provided immediate Pi—a low-cost, credit-card-size computer that plugs into a laptop, 
assistance. Without the AI solution in place, PSOC personnel would monitor or TV, and uses a standard keyboard and mouse—and 
only have known of the incident if it was reported. We are also tucking it under a desk is a common method of attack.
evaluating other emerging technologies, such as drones and 

To combat these threats, VMware IT created PhysSec 2.0 in 2021. robots, to further bolster our security capabilities.
PhysSec 2.0 is a wholesale change in both the traditional PhysSec 

Our PhysSec teams didn’t ignore the elephant in the room, either. mindset and what’s possible with new and emerging technologies. 
From day one, they worked closely with VMware privacy groups This radically changes the way VMware approaches PhysSec and 
to ensure no PhysSec 2.0 deployment overreached in any way. creates the ideal foundation for deploying security-without-knowing-

there-is-security solutions. So far, the results have been impressive. Instead, colleagues and authorized visitors enjoy a seamless 
campus experience with little, if any, security interference or Based on our pilot results to date, physical security operations 
privacy concerns. Like attending a major theme park, advanced center (PSOC) personnel can be significantly more productive 
security is always in place yet well hidden behind the scenes—where we deploy this AI solution, primarily because they are no 
which is exactly how we like it. longer chasing down false physical access control system (PACS) 



!
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To date, when compared to previous years, the localized 
PhysSec 2.0 pilots have resulted in:

Reducing false alarms where we deployed 
the AI solution by 93%

Immediately dispatching assistance for a 
person who fell down

Reducing tailgating from a measured 2,000 
per week to 10 on average from our Palo Alto 
campus pilot at one building  

Reducing tailgating from 40% to 14% at our 
Palo Alto campus pilot

 

Allowing PSOC personnel to focus on 
mission-critical issues; the AI surfaces the 
true signals from all the PACS noise at our 
existing pilots 

Sustaining our security efforts

Employing advanced technology—whether physical or virtual—
does not come without its environmental costs. In the Washington 
Post article, “How bad is email for the environment?,” carbon 
footprint expert Mike Berners-Lee estimated a single person’s 
yearly email use can add 300 pounds of emissions to the 
atmosphere, or the equivalent of driving 200 miles in a car.5

And that’s before factors such as social media posts, videos and 
other apps are considered. Multiply that by billions of global 
users and the environmental impact is self-evident.

Instead of ignoring or paying lip service to this reality, VMware 
security teams have done the opposite—every security solution 
has a sustainability mandate.

While the most obvious solution is to use renewable power and 
other VMware groups are doing just that—our security teams 
want to know why the power is needed in the first place. This 
entails a relentless pursuit of polluters that are draining the 
environment, not to mention affecting the VMware bottom line.

  

5. The Washington Post. “How bad is email for the environment?” Hayley Tsukayama. January 25, 2017.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-switch/wp/2017/01/25/how-bad-is-email-for-the-environment/


Such targets include:

• Orphaned and zombie machines (legacy and/or unused 
machines that do nothing but require power)

 

• Public clouds driven by fossil fuels instead of green sources

• Unnecessary lighting (brightly lit in low- and no-traffic areas 
that could employ night vision cameras)

 

• Power-hungry Internet of Things (IoT) devices—a single device 
can require significant energy just to amass its daily data

The goal is to eliminate as much electronic waste as possible. 
In most instances, that simply involves rethinking existing 
systems, such as employing green IoT devices, and initiatives 
to maximize security performance while substantially reducing 
their carbon footprint.
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Sustainability Innovation

The next normal

One of the key takeaways from the VMware Environmental, 
Social and Governance (ESG) team’s 2021 ESG Report is that 
the carbon footprint of digital technologies has been increasing 
yearly. Other recent studies, such as the one from the BBC titled 
“Why your internet habits are not as clean as you think,” 
estimate that the internet emits 1.6 billion tons of greenhouse 
gas emissions annually in the manufacture and running of digital 
technologies between all internet users around the world. In 
addition, it will account for nearly 20 percent of all the world’s 
electricity consumption by 2025.6

Our own VMware 2021 ESG Report demonstrated that the 
carbon footprint of digital technologies has been increasing 
yearly. According to Mightybytes, in 2019, more than 50 
million tons of e-waste were produced, and this is expected to 
rise by 8 percent yearly.7

The 2021 ESG Report noted that, since 2003, VMware 
virtualization solutions—through server, storage and networking 
infrastructure consolidation—helped avoid deploying 142 million 

  

  

servers, resulting in 2.4 billion megawatt hours (MWh) less 
energy consumed and preventing 1.2 billion metric tons of 
carbon emissions from being released into the environment.8

VMware server consolidation solutions used by enterprises 
worldwide have, in part, contributed to a positive report from 
the International Energy Agency that data center electricity 
consumption remained flat despite a 12-fold increase in internet 
traffic and an eight-fold increase in workloads.9  

 

6. BBC. “Why your internet habits are not as clean as you think.” Sarah Griffiths. March 5, 2020.
7. Mightybytes. “Environmental Digital Responsibility.” Tim Frick. April 20, 2022.
8. VMware. “The Next Normal: Environmental, Social Governance Report 2021.” September 2021.
9. VMware. “The Next Normal: Environmental, Social Governance Report 2021.” September 2021.

https://www.vmware.com/content/dam/digitalmarketing/vmware/en/pdf/company/vmware-esg-report-2021.pdf
https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20200305-why-your-internet-habits-are-not-as-clean-as-you-think
https://www.mightybytes.com/blog/environmental-digital-responsibility/
https://www.vmware.com/content/dam/digitalmarketing/vmware/en/pdf/company/vmware-esg-report-2021.pdf
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In a similar vein, VMware disaster recovery as a service (DRaaS) 
enables customers to eliminate on-premises business continuity 
infrastructure, moving on-demand backup capacity to an 
energy-efficient and renewable energy-powered public cloud. 
This requires significantly less dedicated infrastructure, resulting 
in a major carbon footprint reduction. Similarly, moving 
workloads to the VMware Cloud™ on AWS service can 
significantly reduce a customer’s overall carbon footprint. 

Leveraging hybrid cloud solutions can reduce on-premises peak 
workload infrastructure. VMware Anywhere Workspace 
solutions help enterprises transition to a distributed workforce 
model. Internally, due to our work-from-anywhere policy, 
remote workers reduced gas consumption and minimized 
pollutants released into the environment from commuting and 
traveling to corporate offices.

That said, we recognize that home energy consumption 
increased and include that in our Scope 3 employee commute 
emissions. However, we still experienced an overall reduction in 
emissions due to our distributed workforce model. For more 
information, please see our white paper, Carbon Impact of the 
Future of Work.

The VMware Zero Carbon Committed™ initiative helps connect 
customers looking for low-carbon solutions with VMware Cloud 
providers that are committed to energy-efficient data center 
operations using the full stack of VMware virtualization solutions 
and to 100 percent renewable energy-powered data centers. 
This helps our customers green their public cloud supply chain.

VMware strives to raise awareness among all stakeholders about 
the importance of sustainable cloud operations. Our goal is to 
inspire others to begin or accelerate their zero-carbon efforts. 
VMware plans to continue developing programs that assist 
providers in implementing renewable energy projects in the 
long term, as well as educating partners about the why, what 
and how of setting and executing on renewable energy goals.

For example, VMware is committed to doing our part to 
reduce the carbon footprint of digital technologies. Through the 
VMware Zero Carbon Committed initiative, our goal is that by 
2030, all VMware public clouds will be powered with renewable 
energy, and our infrastructure will be energy and carbon 
efficient. VMware is already partnering with more than 30 
companies, including Atea, Equinix, IBM, Microsoft and 
OVHcloud, on the initiative.

 “As we strive toward achieving the 
goals within our 2030 Agenda, 
specifically responsible management 
of electronic waste, it is essential that 
the manufacturing, use, management 
and disposal of information technology 
components, including inefficiencies 
associated with software applications 
and storage, are done in a way 
that minimizes the impact on the 
environment. That means using fewer 
physical resources, less energy, and 
using energy more intelligently, such 
as consuming lower-carbon sources 
of energy or consuming electricity in 
a way that helps accelerate energy 
transition toward a low-carbon future. 
As VMware moves toward becoming 
the cloud company of choice, VMware 
IT is a valued partner in making these 
goals a reality.”

Nicola Acutt
Vice President, Environmental, Social 
and Governance, VMware

 
 

https://www.vmware.com/content/dam/digitalmarketing/vmware/en/pdf/sustainability/vmware-home-office-emissions-whitepaper-august-2021.pdf
https://www.vmware.com/content/dam/digitalmarketing/vmware/en/pdf/sustainability/vmware-home-office-emissions-whitepaper-august-2021.pdf
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Our commitment is designed to enable our customers to be positioned to reduce their carbon footprints and be sustainable. Together with our 
partners and customers, we will do our part to help mitigate the leading environmental issues associated with the digital technology industry.

A green snapshot 

• The internet emits 1.6 billion tons of greenhouse gas emissions 
and will account for 7.4 percent of global greenhouse emissions 
by 2025.10

• Through the VMware Zero Carbon Committed initiative, 
VMware is committed to achieving net-zero carbon emissions
for our operations and supply chain by 2030.

• VMware virtualization solutions have prevented 1.2 billion 
metric tons of carbon emissions from being released into 
the environment.11

• Server virtualization enabled by VMware products has 
helped enterprises avoid the deployment of 142 million 
servers, resulting in 2.4 billion MWh less energy consumed.12

Sustainability efforts in action

• Introduced carbon footprint (usage/waste) to our hardware 
usage report in conjunction with the ESG team.

• The H20 Project increases the sustainable use of hardware-
as-a-service (HaaS) servers (VMware currently has about 
22,000 servers in this pool). HaaS is a service provision model 
for hardware that is defined differently in managed services in 
comparison to grid computing.

• GPU as a service (GPUaaS) was developed in 2021 to ensure 
that we share GPUs for ML workloads, which enables higher 
use of GPUs and lowers the overall need for new GPUs. 
Savings will be more substantial when ML usage increases
across the company.

 

• Reclaimed and repurposed 1,000 underused zombie servers
in 2021 to improve sustainability (instead of buying new 
servers, we repurposed servers from teams who didn’t use 
them to teams in need).

 

10. BBC. “Why your internet habits are not as clean as you think.” Sarah Griffiths. March 5, 2020.
11. VMware. “The Next Normal: Environmental, Social Governance Report 2021.” September 2021.
12. VMware. “The Next Normal: Environmental, Social Governance Report 2021.” September 2021.
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Workplace Innovation

 “The concept of having to go to a physical 
building to work is forever changed. People 
have demonstrated they can work and be 
productive in many places. We shouldn’t 
default to historical behaviors in which 
remote workers are merely observers rather 
than participants of meetings. Technology 
has evolved to allow remote workers to be 
as actively engaged as people in the room.”

Jason Conyard 
CIO, VMware

R/Evolution of work

The global health crisis accelerated our need to embrace digital 
transformation. Over just one weekend, 95 percent of VMware colleagues 
transitioned to working remotely. The logistical disruption to our 
organization was staggering. But VMware IT rose to the challenge and 
continues to support a remote, distributed workforce that has produced 
myriad benefits, such as opening a global hiring pool, increasing 
automation, and creating new models for collaboration. VMware IT reacted 
to a disruptive event that initiated innovative approaches to how we work, 
and we continue to reap benefits from those solutions. Our digital 
transformation is a journey we’re all on together. Every colleague’s 
involvement is essential to our continued success. This journey is about 
creating new possibilities and connecting people, processes, data, policies 
and systems. It allows us to deliver engaging and delightful new 
experiences to our customers, colleagues and partners. The current 
chapter of digital innovation illustrates how a diverse and distributed 
workforce helps us collaborate and deliver best-in-class products and 
solutions to our customers.
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Being future-ready with essential tools for building a sustainable workplace

Creating a robust work environment requires infrastructure that provides dynamic opportunities for collaboration, supports an easy flow of information, and addresses the 
challenges of an ever-evolving workplace. To that end, VMware IT focused on three areas to extend our digital transformation:

Infrastructure

VMware IT is tasked with the end-to-end networking 
experience, focusing on resiliency, security and 
usability. We manage devices for more than 30,000 
employees globally and perform frequent network 
failover testing. We allocated extra VPN capacity to 
accommodate our growing workforce. In addition, 
VMware IT distributed a worldwide VPN to colleagues 
to safeguard against single points of failure.

Security

Our security team implemented early architectural 
decisions with strong security hygiene that incorporates 
the pervasive thinking of any device, any place. This 
involved endpoint security (known as Zero Trust), 
eliminating multifactor authentication (MFA) via 
certificates and passwords, and creating a seamless 
security experience.

Experience

With all the benefits of remote work, it’s easy to 
forget the creativity that being together in one 
space can bring. The move to hybrid work 
stemmed and flattened the growth curve of our 
portfolio and real estate, so we invested in 
providing a seamless colleague experience to 
build stronger connections among a distributed 
workforce. This included the right tools for 
conferencing and collaboration, and an out-of-
the-box experience for laptop provisioning.
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Retooling how we work 

One challenge VMware IT addressed is how to recreate the proverbial water cooler in our digital workplace. Our teams understand that the concept of 
coming into a physical building every day is forever changed. But being together to collaborate is still important, and that’s the focus of how we retooled 
our physical spaces.

Historically, offices were designed for people to come to their assigned seats to work. But colleagues have demonstrated they can work 
effectively from anywhere. VMware IT is proud of our diverse workforce, and everyone has preferences of where they want to work. It is 
antiquated thinking that everybody needs to sit in a small cubicle to be productive. We used to focus on managing more than 100 offices, 
but we’ve adapted to managing more than 35,000 workspaces. Now, each colleague has their own unique workspace.

To date, 64 percent of the VMware real estate portfolio has been retooled and redesigned with collaboration in mind for colleagues 
who choose to come into the office. There is less dedicated space for heads-down individual work and more areas for groups to 
collaborate. Now, when people come into the office, there are spaces for digital whiteboards, phone rooms or Zoom rooms, 
and social gatherings.

One VMware

The culture of any organization is paramount to the success of the revolution of work. Technology will amplify an 
organization’s culture, for better or worse, so getting the culture right lays the groundwork for seamless 
execution of the evolution of work. That’s why the next chapter of the VMware story is transforming our 
work culture. Our approach is One VMware, a transformative evolution that empowers all colleagues 
by first breaking down silos and working as one big collaborative team. All voices and perspectives 
are invited, so that together, we create the future. VMware is dedicated to inclusivity, and we reflect 
that in the language we use every day, from code to customers, colleague communication and 
collateral. As part of this commitment, we incorporated an inclusive terminology tool that 
helped us identify and eliminate insensitive terms that don’t reflect our values. 
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Our strength lies in our diversity, being stronger together, and 
inspiring colleagues and customers. We listen, learn and explore to 
design the best outcomes and provide value. We are open to new 
ideas and new ways of accomplishing our goals, even if this requires 
us to challenge our way of thinking. As a result, no colleague is left 
behind on our journey. One VMware grants permission to fail fast 
and stay in learning mode. We cut through the noise to simplify, 
removing roadblocks to deliver what’s important.

Hiring that elevates doing over having

Because every new hire impacts the VMware digital 
transformation, VMware adopted Guided by Outcomes (GO) 
Hire, an innovative approach to recruiting and attracting top 
talent by assessing candidates using performance outcomes 
rather than a long list of ideal qualifications of a candidate. 

The process starts with the written description of a job. The GO 
Hire approach highlights the opportunities associated with a job 
by listing the challenges instead of the traditional method of 
merely listing the characteristics of the perfect candidate. The 
GO Hire method also offers ideas and inspiration on how to 
highlight the necessity that candidates support our transformative 
journey. GO Hire uses three assessment types to gain a holistic 
picture of the skills, achievements and motivations a candidate 
offers VMware:

Work sample simulation

The at-home project allows the candidate to 
demonstrate why they’re uniquely qualified for the 
position with a short project or presentation for the 
hiring managers.

Discovery interview

This two-part interview delves into the candidate’s 
achievements and showcases their ability at creative 
problem-solving.

Strengths interview

Hiring managers delve into the candidate’s natural 
strengths, talents and motivations. 

 “We’re reaching a much broader 
talent population than ever 
before, and more people are 
applying to our job postings. 
We’re hiring more women and 
underrepresented minorities, 
and we’re proud of growing 
these populations at VMware.”

Rich Lang
Senior Vice President, HR,
VMware
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As we adapt to the revolution of work, organizational bias needs 
to be addressed, such as proximity bias, or preference shown to 
someone who lives close to a VMware campus. We need to 
segment new communities to ensure we’re both inclusive and 
equitable. Traditional biases have the potential to impact 
promotions, salaries and bonus equity. For example, most of the 
talent we’re hiring now isn’t near one of our offices. If we want to 
hire and retain talent, we must be equitable and fair in how and 
where we place value on employee contributions.

Overall, we’re proud of our accomplishments throughout 2021 
and 2022. Here are just a few them. 

2022

• Computerworld/Insider Pro Best Places to Work in IT
(No. 21 – Overall; No. 9 – Training and skills development)

  

• Forbes Best Employers for Women (No. 174 – Overall; 
No. 6 – IT software and services)

 

• VMware named to CRN’s 2022 Security 100 list

• 2022 Forbes Best Employers for Diversity (No. 2)

• 2022 Glassdoor Best Places to Work—fifth consecutive 
year (No. 85)

 

• VMware named one of America’s most JUST Companies
for fifth consecutive year and awarded the top 
environmental ranking

 
 

• VMware Named to Newsweek’s Inaugural List of America’s 
Most Trusted Companies

• Barron’s 100 Most Sustainable Companies

• Corporate Knights and As You Sow Clean 200 list

• S&P Global Sustainability Yearbook

• VMware Earns 100% Score on the Human Rights 
Campaign’s 2022 Corporate Equality Index, Named 
One of Best Places to Work for LGBTQ Equality

 
 

 

2021

• Dow Jones Sustainability Index

• Newsweek, America’s Most 
Responsible Companies (2021)

• EcoVadis Silver Sustainability rating 
(2021)

• Disability:IN Equality Index, Best 
Places to Work for Disability 
Inclusion

• MSCI AA rating (2021)

 

https://foundryco.com/news/meet-the-companies-named-to-the-idg-insider-pro-and-computerworlds-2021-best-places-to-work-in-it-list/
https://www.forbes.com/lists/best-employers-women/?sh=11c55457466c
https://www.crn.com/news/security/the-2022-security-100
https://www.forbes.com/lists/best-employers-diversity/?sh=ca60abe64686
https://www.glassdoor.com/Award/Best-Places-to-Work-LST_KQ0,19.htm
https://news.vmware.com/esg/vmware-named-one-of-americas-most-just-companies
https://news.vmware.com/awards/newsweek-americas-most-trusted-companies
https://news.vmware.com/awards/newsweek-americas-most-trusted-companies
https://www.barrons.com/articles/most-sustainable-companies-51644564600
https://www.corporateknights.com/clean-technology/2022-carbon-clean200/
https://www.spglobal.com/esg/csa/yearbook/2022/ranking/
https://reports.hrc.org/corporate-equality-index-2022
https://reports.hrc.org/corporate-equality-index-2022
https://reports.hrc.org/corporate-equality-index-2022
https://www.spglobal.com/esg/csa/yearbook/2022/ranking/
https://www.newsweek.com/americas-most-responsible-companies-2021
https://www.newsweek.com/americas-most-responsible-companies-2021
https://ecovadis.com/solutions/ratings/
https://ecovadis.com/solutions/ratings/
https://disabilityin.org/what-we-do/disability-equality-index/2021companies/
https://disabilityin.org/what-we-do/disability-equality-index/2021companies/
https://disabilityin.org/what-we-do/disability-equality-index/2021companies/
https://www.msci.com/our-solutions/esg-investing/esg-ratings-climate-search-tool/issuer/vmware-inc/IID000000002129033
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Continuing Our Innovation

Where we’ve been

As VMware continues to grow and thrive, VMware IT remains 
committed to implementing emerging technologies that make 
possible what was once impossible. We are here to provide our 
colleagues and customers with the necessary tools to perform 
their work seamlessly and responsively. From checking emails to 
connecting and collaborating with associates around the globe, 
VMware IT works tirelessly to redefine how business gets done in 
the digital landscape.

In the past two years, we found new and effective ways to do our 
work and devoted significant resources to implementing and 
supporting those changes:

Our security teams created a uniquely secure foundation 
for virtual and physical environments at VMware, 
enabling an unobtrusive experience regardless of user, 
device, location or app. And one that can instantly and 
seamlessly adapt to any business environment, no 
matter how disruptive or unexpected.

As we reinvent our services and processes, VMware IT 
continues to provide solutions that have significantly 
improved how work gets done. The result is greater 
control, reliability and overall productivity while 
improving application performance and quality.

The VMware IT modern apps team delivered a modern 
application platform to build, run and manage our 
legacy and custom-built applications. This platform 
enables VMware IT developers to streamline their 
application supply chain with modern-day DevOps 
principles, improving customer experience, boosting 
productivity and increasing availability.
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Where we’re going

Ralph Waldo Emerson said, “It’s not the destination, it’s the 
journey.” Likewise, our digital innovation is a journey. We have 
accomplished so much, but more work is still needed.

VMware is at the forefront of a significant reinvention by 
modernizing our business and customer-facing applications, 
both on-premises and in the public cloud. VMware IT 
understands the importance of reconciling the operational 
need to become more agile while ensuring there is no impact 
on business. But reinvention isn’t easy. It takes leadership, 
vision, perseverance and a significant dose of courage. 

Here are some items proposed for the next chapter of our journey:

• The Virtual Reality at Work Service initiative merges advanced 
3D technologies with programs that meet the demands of a 
modern global enterprise workforce. This technology delivers 
immersive learning opportunities and improved visual 
storytelling. Colleagues can experience different office 
environments without needing a physical office, enabling 
unparalleled flexibility for team collaboration.

• Threat actors never stop trying to access privileged and sensitive 
information. Our mission-critical goal is to maximize digital 
security while providing best-in-class services and support.

• As we accelerate our cloud-led application services, we’re 
focused on maximizing our cloud investments while providing a 
hands-free infrastructure experience for VMware IT developers 
in a seamless, multi-cloud environment. The goal is to allow 
them to take advantage of all the resources, capabilities and 
services our cloud partners deliver.

All of our teams are devoted to the relentless pursuit of 
perfection. We view it as the only way to make the previously 
impossible possible.



Go Back

VMware runs on VMware

As first adopters of VMware technology, our global IT subject matter experts (SMEs) are uniquely positioned to provide 
feedback to R&D and share stories with customers on our operational experience, including the benefits and challenges 
of using VMware products globally at scale. We partner with the field and sales organizations to share our wealth of 
knowledge and best practices with customers via Zoom webinars, 1:1 customer meetings, and small-group 
roundtable discussions.

IT professionals respect the credibility and experience of their peers, our SMEs, who already use the 
products and services they plan to buy and implement. This gives customers more confidence to use our 
products, overcome concerns about getting started, and better understand how to implement them. 
We publish key findings in our IT Performance Annual Reports, our microsite, blogs, Twitter and 
YouTube channels, as well as presentations for customer and industry events.

Learn more about VMware IT and our work 

Email Twitter Blogs YouTube

LEARN MORE
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